
Women's March Huddle Meeting hosted by Ellen & Keith Wolcott
February 5, 2017
Charleston, IL

Twenty-two in attendance. 

We started with the 90-second video from the Women's March.  We then introduced ourselves and 
explained why we were at the huddle.  Many of us expressed horror at what Trump is already doing to 
our country and what he plans to do.  One person commented that we didn't want to return to the 1950s 
and another commented that we don't want to become the world of 1984.  Quite a few had taken part in
a march on January 21, some in Washington, some more locally.  We were all moved by the power of 
that march and are committed to carrying forth the momentum.  Some of us have been activists before, 
while for others, this is their first time.  Several expressed the sentiment that resistance is not enough, 
they are ready to fight.  People were spilling over with ideas, some of which will have to wait until our 
next meeting, but there will be a next meeting.

After introductions, we moved on to envisioning what our country should be.  Concerns that were 
mentioned:

• getting rid of the Electoral College
• protecting voter rights
• in conjunction with the upcoming census, work against gerrymandered districts
• supporting independent candidates
• stop the plundering of the planet that is going on while we are being purposely distracted by 

issues such as immigration
• overturn Citizens United
• reaching out to the opposition on common issues
• creating an informed electorate
• preventing the loss of civil rights
• equality for all
• promoting family values by making it possible for every family to be able to subsist on one 

income (or two half-incomes), therefore allowing parents more time to be involved with their 
children

• acting locally

Ideas for actions:

• organizing town gatherings to facilitate discussions in the community, build momentum around 
shared issues and not political identity; this guide looks useful for that goal: 
http://www.whatisessential.org/red-blue

• write letters to the editor to educate and counteract the dominance of pro-Trump letters, with the
aim of letting other anti-Trump community members know that they are not alone; share letters 
on social media

• organize and document with photos actions against Rep. Shimkus
• lobby in the State Capital at Springfield
• talk to family members who supported Trump
• make arguments on how Trump's policies will adversely affect the economy which affects 



everyone
• welcome remorseful Trump voters
• be vigilant about fact-checking
• make a survey of our county to find out what issues are important to people so we know which 

issues to target to help get unification
• since our newspaper is no longer locally owned, we need to reach out online, create an online 

underground newspaper
• use grabyourwallet.org and/or BoycottTrump app to avoid financially supporting Trump
• reaching out to stay-at-home parents and other isolated individuals
• reading informative articles and sharing ideas
• Indivisible: A Practical Guide for Resisting the Trump Agenda  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5855a354cd0f68bab2089b40/t/588eaa1ebebafb2132666bc
d/1485744745727/IndivisibleGuide_2017-01-29_v8.pdf

• If you have a Twitter account, check out @fire_the_fool for information on an April 1 march

Immediate actions:

• Get businesses with public TVs to stop showing FOX News.  First target is the local hospital 
Sarah Bush Lincoln which has a TV tuned to FOX near the entrance.  Personally check first 
whether the TV is tuned to FOX before sending a complaint.  (We checked this evening at Sarah
Bush Lincoln and it was on WGN.) Email JerryEsker@sblhs.org  and ppeterson@sblhs.org.  
Send names of other offenders to the group so that we can take similar actions.

• Organize letters to the editor.  Since an individual can only send one letter every 30 days, we 
will get as many of us as are willing to do so on a rotating basis.  If you are interested in doing 
this, contact Ellen at twinprimes@gmail.com.

• Set up a website (https://www.teamwolcottcycling.com/act/act) that lists actions such as 
marches, meetings, letter-writing campaigns, etc.  If you know of such an action for the list, 
email the information to Keith at twinprimes@gmail.com.  

• Set up the next meeting.  Joanne has volunteered to do this for Sunday, February 19.
• Keep communicating with each other via email.
• Call to Action:Postcard Protest  - we didn't have a chance to discuss this.  Since the White 

House has cut off comment lines and phones, the plan is to flood them with postcards.  See 
details on the next page.

• Form a group that is willing to take facilitator training to help with communicating with the 
public and community.

Additional notes:

• One idea was to boycott the businesses of State Rep. Phillips, but that has to be weighed against
the possible loss of jobs to locals.
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